Job Description – Full-Stack Engineer
Company:

Aspire Financial Technologies Incorporated (Aspire)

Posted:

June 20, 2016

Start Date:

Immediate

Job Type:

Full-time

Location:

Toronto

Reply to:

cchan@aspirefintech.com

Aspire is building a data and technology infrastructure solution for the Global Alternative Lending Market, called Aspire Gateway.
Gateway is a cloud-based platform that connects Alternative Lending Originators and Investors with powerful networking, workflow,
data, analytics and reporting tools. With its ability to reduce inefficiencies and friction in process, Gateway enables the Alternative
Lending Market to become more disruptive to the traditional lending model.
Role and Responsibilities
As a key member of the engineering team, you will be responsible for the design, development and the support of Aspire Gateway
platform, a Saas solution based on Django and Angular Framework. You will also work with the product owners and contribute to
our product roadmap and strategy.
You have:




A strong motivation and can iterate on platform features quickly with strong sense of urgency
A passion about working with the latest technology
Experience with building robust enterprise software systems

Qualifications and Education Requirements







4+ years of experience in backend web development
Server-side object-oriented programming in Python Django web framework
Experience with PostgreSQL or similar relational DB
Experience with Web server technologies such as Apache, Nginx, Gunicorn, etc
Experience in development and integration of RESTful APIs
Configuration management, deployment and continuous integration using tools like Jenkins

Bonus Skills:
 Experience with Frontend JavaScript frameworks such as Angular, React and other frontend technologies
 Experience with Data Analytics, ElasticSearch, Spark, etc
What we offer:





Exposure and growth in one of the hottest startup sector (FinTech)
Competitive Salary and Equity (stock options)
Downtown location with easy access to transit
And a whole lot more!

About Aspire FinTech
Aspire Financial Technologies Inc. is a Toronto-based MaRS financial technology start-up that was founded in the summer of 2015 by
David Fry and Mark Lecker. Leveraging David’s 20+year capital markets, credit and fixed income expertise, and financial institution
relationships with Mark’s 25+ year Asset-Backed Leasing and IT Infrastructure and Operations background, Aspire is in a unique
position to capitalize on the current opportunities in this sector of financial services, which is ripe for disruption through better data
and better technology. www.aspirefintech.com

